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Abstract 
In this thesis a method has been proposed for constructing the representation of tnmmed 
surface from its discrete representation Representation in the form of points or a dense 
mesh of triangles 1s referred to as discrete representation of the surface 
Earlier work of surface reconstruction can be classified as manual, semi- 
automated, and automated techniques Manual technique totally depends on user interven- 
tion Most of the other methods typically require additional knowledge, such as structure 
in the data, orientation information of the surface, and even need some user intervention to 
delineate patch boundaries The automated methods have been developed for visualization 
of dense point data and are not suited to engineenng applications such as rnanufactunng 
In contrast, the proposed algorithm only requires 3D coordinates of the input set of points 
or mesh From that coordinate information, our algorithm is able to infer the geometry of 
the surface, and presence of other important features such as boundary, corners etc Our 
algorithm is also able to split the input points automatically into several patches based on 
the fitting performance of the single surface 
The reconstruction process has the followi~ig major steps These steps are 
identifying the boundary of the underlying four sided patch from a given trimmed patch by 
detecting the corner points of that patch automatically, fitting a smooth surface over that 
patch, dividing the surface into multiple patches based on the fitting performance, ensuring 
Ci continuity between those patches After fitting all the surface patches, tnmming oper- 
ation is done with the boundary curve and the fitted surface The construction procedure 
developed is of importance in cases where the object is available but the CAD model of 
the object is not The process is also useful in tracking changes made in the design during 
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prototyping or manufacturing 
